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Introduction
Tempest and Typhoon have emerged as among the
most influential contributions of the Wisconsin Wind Tunnel project, a collaborative effort with Prof. Mark D. Hill,
several staff members, and a large group of graduate students. This retrospective focuses on the origins of the Tempest and Typhoon ideas and their subsequent evolution.

The Beginnings
The seeds of the project began to germinate in late
1990 and early 1991 with our effort to rapidly prototype
large-scale shared-memory multiprocessors. Because other
research groups had a one- to two-year lead in their prototyping efforts—and considerably more resources—our
project started with the goal of exploiting the parallel computers that our department was acquiring with funding
from NSF’s Institutional Infrastructure program.
During this exploratory phase, we made the essential
observation that shared-memory systems permit a continuum of implementations, ranging from full hardware support to software simulation/emulation on a messagepassing platform. Moreover, in the middle lies a rich collection of mixed hardware/software design alternatives.
An internal research note, dated July 9, 1991, roughly
classified these alternatives into five levels:
Level 0: Software simulation/emulation. At this level,
shared-memory programs execute on an unmodified message-passing parallel platform. A program’s loads and
stores are replaced with calls to routines that simulate the
shared-memory behavior of the proposed design.
Level 1: Shared virtual memory. This level incorporates
Kai Li’s observation that address translation hardware can
be used to map shared memory references to local pages
and detect non-local references, albeit at coarse granularity.
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Level 2: Fine-grain shared virtual memory. This level
makes the observation that shared virtual memory can be
implemented at a finer granularity given a mechanism—
such as fine-grain “presence” bits—to detect when cache
blocks are not stored locally.
Level 3: Local hardware support. This level begins to
blur the distinction between a test-bed and a prototype. It
extends level 2 with hardware support to initiate requests
and handle responses on misses to remote data.
Level 4: Remote hardware support. The final level adds
hardware support to handle external requests to a node’s
memory—that is, a directory controller. This last level
encompasses all-hardware implementations.
Initially, we considered these approaches solely as
alternatives for evaluating the hardware of interest, a highly
integrated hardware-centric system. This discussion lead to
the development of the Wisconsin Wind Tunnel (WWT),
the parallel simulation system that gave our project its
name [9]. The original version of WWT used a parallel
message passing machine (a Thinking Machines CM-5) to
simulate a hypothetical shared memory machine. WWT is
a hybrid of levels 0 and 2, and uses the CM-5’s ECC bits to
implement fine-grain valid bits. Memory references that
access non-local shared memory cause a trap, because of
either a page fault or an intentionally set ECC error. Finegrain access control allowed direct execution of sharedmemory programs, which resulted in a very fast simulator
that permitted rapid evaluation of hypothetical sharedmemory implementations.

Cooperative Shared Memory
WWT was originally developed to evaluate an architectural approach called Cooperative Shared Memory
(CSM) [4]. CSM’s central premise was that hardware and
software could cooperate to support shared memory efficiently. This cooperation took two forms. First, a programming performance model helped programmers identify
expensive operations (so they could avoid them when possible) and helped hardware designers identify common

cases (so they could optimize them). Second, CSM
encouraged hardware designers to concentrate expensive hardware resources on optimizing frequent operations and to fall back to software for complex, less
frequent cases.
Our programming performance model was called
Check-In/Check-Out (CICO). It asked programmers to
issue an advisory check_out directive before the
expected first use of shared data followed by a
check_in directive after the expected last use. We
further proposed Dir1SW, a minimal directory protocol
that supported CICO-conforming programs efficiently
(i.e., entirely in hardware). Violations of the CICO
model, which often required more complex protocol
operations, were handled correctly but less quickly by
trapping to software. A later version of Dir1SW, called
Dir1SW+, handled some common CICO violations in
hardware as well [12].
Cooperative Shared Memory provided the philosophic underpinnings of Tempest and Typhoon. Hardware and software should cooperate to achieve good
shared-memory performance. Programmers should be
able to optimize performance by exploiting hardware
mechanisms. Hardware designers should focus on providing efficient hardware mechanisms, and, as much as
possible, leave policy to software.

goal was to develop a “smart NI” that could handle the
most frequent cases of a simple Dir1SW-like coherence
protocol—most likely with a programmable processor.
The EMC chip was designed and fabricated by NimBus. Sadly, Thinking Machines never used it in a product, largely because of the additional product risk posed
by the enhanced features.

Typhoon
Typhoon emerged as the follow-on to the EMC and
“smart NI” approach. To minimize our exposure to
Thinking Machines’s marketing decisions, we envisioned a single ASIC that would not interfere with “normal” operations within a local node. The ASIC would
provide hardware snooping support for fine-grain
access control, an embedded protocol processor to
implement some or all of the coherence protocol, and a
closely coupled network interface.
A major goal of Typhoon was to increase programming flexibility beyond CSM, allowing programmers to
optimize known communication patterns aggressively.
The approach that we chose was to give programmers
direct access to the raw mechanisms underlying sharedmemory protocols. An important difference between
Typhoon and our earlier Dir1SW work came from our
realization that many protocols we envisioned needed
flexibility on the requester side, not just on the directory
side. This approach fit well with the “smart NI” model
that called for using a programmable processor or controller to access the network interface. We refer the
reader back to the original paper for the rest of the motivation and design.

WWT as a Shared Memory Machine
While designing and developing the Wisconsin
Wind Tunnel, we met developers of the emerging generation of MPPs, the Intel Paragon and Thinking
Machines CM-5. During these meetings, a frequent
misconception was that WWT was a “real” sharedmemory system, not just a test-bed. Students running
programs on WWT also tended to blur this distinction.
In early 1993, we recognized that WWT was an
interesting fine-grain shared-memory system in its own
right, an observation that led to two parallel efforts.
First, we began to develop a performance-oriented
shared-memory system for the CM-5, simply by removing from WWT the components that calculated the performance of the hypothetical hardware. This effort led
to the Blizzard system (discussed further below).
Second, we realized that a small amount of hardware support might allow a message passing machine to
achieve competitive shared memory performance. Our
first step in this direction was a joint project with Thinking Machines and NimBus to develop an enhanced
memory controller (EMC) that provided first-class finegrain access control. The short-term goal was to eliminate the complex, relatively slow “hacks” required by
WWT to manipulate ECC and to synthesize a fine-grain
read-only state via page protection. The longer term
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Tempest
Programmers needed an abstraction of Typhoon’s
shared-memory mechanisms to develop protocols. Initially, we borrowed from the internal WWT interfaces
and assigned each memory block an access control tag.
Accesses that conflicted with the referenced block’s tag
invoked a user-specified handler. We initially referred to
this abstraction simply as the “tagged block model”.
Two important changes occurred in late 1993. First,
we recognized the fundamental importance of the programming abstraction. The tagged block model applied
equally well to the nascent all-software Blizzard system
as to Typhoon, and it clearly made sense to support the
same protocol programming interface on both systems.
Although our original intent was merely to develop a
simple abstraction for Typhoon, we ended up with a
powerful abstraction for which Typhoon was just one
implementation. Second, we gave the abstraction a
“first class” name to reflect our appreciation for its
importance. We chose Tempest, in keeping with the
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Custom Protocol Demonstrations

Wind Tunnel group’s practice of naming nearly everything after a wind (fortunately, children have been unaffected by this practice).1
Subsequently, the Tempest interface [5] became the
focus of much of the WWT group’s research. Tempest’s
stable, powerful abstractions enabled parallel, synergistic research on both sides of the interface. On the system side, we began to explore the broad range of
possible Tempest implementations. Other group members simultaneously investigated the implications of a
flexible protocol interface for applications, programmers, and compilers. A key goal emerged to have Tempest provide application portability across a diverse
range of implementations, each with different cost/performance objectives.

One of our early experiments investigated the performance gains made possible by writing custom, application-specific protocols [3]. The performance
improvements for three application kernels on the 32node Blizzard/CM-5 system ranged from 1.4–16 times,
which strongly encouraged us to extend this approach.
Subsequent experiments [8] also demonstrated the
value of custom protocols in running parallel irregular
applications. However, the efforts of many students
showed that writing custom protocols was difficult and
time consuming.

Programming Support
In response to these problems, the project investigated programming languages and tools to support custom protocol development. One effort lead to the Teapot
language for writing and verifying custom protocols
[2]. This language halved the size of a protocol, but
more importantly, enabled use of automatic verification
tools, drastically reducing the time and effort to produce
a working protocol.
Another attack on the difficulty of writing protocols, was to shift the burden of exploiting them from a
programmer to a compiler. Several efforts clearly
showed that compilers for high-level programming languages could exploit custom protocols, to produce code
with robust parallel performance that in many cases
exceeded hand-written code. Initially, this work focused
on research parallel languages, such as C**, in which
Tempest supported a novel parallel programming model
[6]. However, with the assistance of the Portland Group,
we were also able to show that custom protocols could
greatly expand the range of High Performance Fortran
(HPF) programs that ran well [1].

Blizzard: An All-software Tempest System
The Blizzard systems are a family of Tempest
implementations that run on stock hardware [11]. One
variant, Blizzard-E, uses WWT’s “ECC hack” to provide fine-grain access control. Another variant, Blizzard-S, uses executable editing [7] to add explicit inline checks. Both versions were initially implemented
on the CM-5 and later ported to the Wisconsin COW,
our cluster of 40 Myrinet-connected Sun SparcStation
20s. Our research on the applications of Tempest benefited greatly from the availability of a real (not simulated), relatively stable Tempest platform.

Typhoon-0: Minimal Hardware for Tempest
A key aspect of the Typhoon design is the (ab)use
of existing snooping cache coherence protocols to provide hardware fine-grain access control on an otherwise
unmodified platform. We decided to demonstrate the
feasibility of this approach by implementing a prototype access control board for the Sun SparcStation and
populating the 40 nodes of the COW. The resulting system, Typhoon-0 [10], can be viewed either as a prototype of the more highly integrated Typhoon or as a
minimal-hardware Tempest implementation. Unlike
Typhoon, Typhoon-0 relies on off-the-shelf devices for
each node’s network interface and protocol processor.
In the process of our design and analysis of Typhoon-0,
we recognized the benefits of an intermediate design,
Typhoon-1 [10], that integrates the network interface
(but not the protocol processor) with Typhoon-0’s
access control unit.

Summary
The Tempest and Typhoon paper was the first of a
broad collection of Tempest-related papers from the
Wisconsin
Wind
Tunnel
project
(see
http://www.cs.wisc.edu/~wwt). Its impact
within Wisconsin has been considerable, contributing to
8 Ph.D. dissertations and 8 Masters degrees. We suspect
its impact beyond Wisconsin has also been considerable, but we leave that evaluation to others.
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